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Fabrication of an Absorptive-Grating Gain-Coupled DFB Laser
with an Optimized Duty Factor
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We discuss an optimum range in grating duty cycle for the gain-coupted (GC) distributed-
feedback (DFB) semiconductor laser of absorptive grating type. The minimum threshold
gain achievable within the optimum range is found to be almost independent of the order
of the grating. According to this prediction we have fabricated GaAIAs/GaAs GC DFB
lasers with a third-order absorptive grating, where the grating duty factor has been made
close to the theoretical optimum value. Ii 2001tm-long devicEs, CW threshold current of
20mA, external efficiency of 0.5mW l^A, and SMSR as high as 45dB have been obtained.
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1-. INTRODUCTION
Gain-coupled (GC) distributed-feedback (DFB)

semiconductor lasers possess several urcommcin feal
tures over conventional DFB lasersl-a) One wav of re-
alizing GC DFB in semiconductor lasers is bv placine
an absorptive grating along the active layer loobtaii
a periodic change in net gainl's-z;. This GC DFB
laser of absorptive gratinglype has a merit that the
gain-coupliqs- coeffiiient ian-be prescribed through
tFe absorption coeffi.cient of the grating. However,
the excess absorption near the active layer, at the
same time, tends to badlv affect the thr"eshold and
external efficiency 9f lhe lasers. Although this prob-
lem can be lessened if a small duty factor is used for
the absorptive gratins, the dutv factor should not be
too smalf in or-der to- retain a 

"significant 
amount of

gain coupling.
_ In this paper, our numerical analysis will show that
low threshold operation is possibl-e if the dutv fac-
tor .of the -grating is propeily selected. Accdrding
to this prediction, we fabricate a GaAlAs/GaAs Ge
DFB laser_ using an absorptive grating with a near-
optimum 4rty factor, and demonstratl high-quality
single-longitudinal-mode oscillation with low thresh--
old current.

2. METHOD OF ANALYSIS
A schematic of the model used for theoretical anal-

ysis here is.slrown in Fig.l. The periodic absorp-
tive _region (absorptive grating) plaied near the ac-
tive layer gives rise to periodic change in the gain co-
efficient,.s6 that,the g^ain c.oupling is obtaindt. The
corrugation on the wavequidine laver acts as an an-
tiphase index grating-to clancel fparity) the index per-
turbation generated by the absorptive grating. -Re-

flectivity oT both facetl is assumeci to be" zero."
Since refractive index and loss are periodically per-

turbed along the z direction, the complex relativ'e

In the above expressiot, ko - 2r lA is the free space
wave number, q the order of the'grating, and A the
pitch of the grating. no(r) and af,(r) ui" the refrac-
tive index and the loss corresponding to DC term
of the Fourier expansion, and no6, and oo6" &r€ bulk
refractive index and absorption coeffi.cient of the ab-
sorptive grating, respectively. The complex coupling
coefficient ft is expressed as
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Fig.1. Schematic of the longitudinal cross section of
the GC DFB laser having an absorptive grating.

dielectric constant can be expanded into a Fourier
series as8)
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where 0o : qlr lL is the propagation constant in
the z direction ,, Eo(*) the electric field distribution in
the r direction, and P : I?*Es(r)E[(r)dr the inte-
grated intensity in the r direction. By substituting ft
into the coupled wave equationts), the reflection loss
a is determined.

In the GC DFB laser with absorptive grating,
avera,ge absorption coryposes the _majority of the
ternal loss. It is calculated for the model shown
Fig.1 as

oo(*): fob" ' duty ' Qa,bst (6)

where

fob" :

is the confinement factor in the absorptive grating
layer, and duty : Wl/\ is the duty factor defined as

the ratio of the length of the absorptive region (W) to
the grating period (A). Then, normalized threshold
gain gs,L is obtained by

gtnL - aL * aoL. (8)

Radiation coupling in the higher-order gratings is
not taken into account in this calculation.

3. RESUTTS OF NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
Assuming cavity length of 300pm, and absorp-

tion coefficient of 4000cffi-1, we calculated normal-
ized coupling coefficients Kind"*L and Ksatnl, average
absorptiol asL, and normalized threshold gain gsrL.

The results are shown in Figs.2(a) and (b). When
the duty factor increases from zero, the coupling coef-
ficients increase accordingly in Fig.2(a), which causes
the decrease in g6L in Fig.Z(b). However, as.L in-
creases at the same time as shown in Fig.2(b) to lift
gtnL. Therefore, gtnL takes its minimum at a cer-
tain value of the dutv factor. The minimum values of
gsrL for the first-, second-, and third-order gratings
are at the duty factor of 0.15, 0.13 and 0.11, respec-
tively, and they are between 66 "- 100cm-1 for 300plm
cavity length. Thus, low threshold current operation
is possible in the GC DFB laser with an absorptive
grating.- Furthermore, our analysis has shown that the value
of the minimum threshold gain appearing around the
duty factor of 0.11 is almost independent of the order
of the grating, which allows us to use higher-order
eratines in actual devices. Although the results above
dre caiiulated for TE modes, those for TNI modes can
readily acquired in a similar manner.

4. DEVICE FABRICATION
The results of the analysis showed that, if the

duty factor is optimized, it is possible to achieve low
threshold current operation. However, in practice, it
is difficult to make first-, and second-order gratings
with a small dutv factor (< 0.2) in GaAlAs/GaAs
lasers, we here usb a third-bTder ibrorptive grbting.
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Fie.2. (a)Normalized index- and gain-coupling co-
-efficients versus the duty factor of the g-rating;

(b)normalized averaged- absorption (ool,) and
threshold gain (g66L) versus duty factor of the
grating.

Fortunately, as shown in the --previous- section,. tbq
third-ordei grating similarly will give us low threshold
as the first- and second-order ones.

For device fabrication we used two-step organo-
metallic vapor phase epitaxy (OMVPE). During
the first step epitaxy, n+-GaAs pgffer, n-super lat-
tice buffer, 

-n-Gao.r#ls.a5As cladding, 0.Jpm. thick
undoped GaAs active, p-Ga6.55Alo,ar4s barrier, p-
Gao.zAlo.3As barrier, and 0.05pm thick p-GaAs ab-
sorpti,r" layers were grown on an n+-GaAs (100). srrb-
strite, suicessively. A third-order grating with a
394nm period and a duty factor of-approximately 0.15
was for-med on the photo-resist film spin-coated on
the epitaxial wafer by holographic exposure and over

develtpment. To accomplish TE-mode oscillationlO),
the depth of the grating grooves was controlled to
,.-'0.t2im by using-wet cEeirical etching.

During the sei6nd st.ep epitaxy, p-Gas.75Als.25As
waveguiding, p-Gas.55Als.a5As cladding, ald p+-GaAs
contatt layeri were grown. A scanniqg g.l.eclron mi-
crograph .it tn" cross"section is shown in Fig.S, where
we 6bserve the absorptive grating with a duty factor
being .-0.15. The wafer was made into a ti4g" wayeg-
uideltructure. Then it was cleaved into 200pm long
devices whose both facets were left as-cleaved.

Under CW operation at room temperature, the
lasers exhibited ihreshold current of 20mA and total
external efficiency of 0.5mW l^A.The typical spec-

trum below threshold is shown in Fig.4 (a). The stop-
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I67.6 877 .6Fig.3. Scannirlg electron micrograph of the epitax-
ial layers showing the absorptive grating with a
small duty factor (-0.15).

band near the Bragg wavelength is not observed, as
is common to gain-coupled oscillation e'10). Figure
!(b) .rho*s the Epectrum at 8mW o"iput po*;Tp;;
facet) where the side-mode suppression ratio (SI\,ISR)
as high as 45dB is obtained. - As expected.' almosi
10070 in hundreds of measured devices'oscillited in a
TE single_lon_gitudinal mode. If SMSR greater than
30dB at 5mW or larger is chosen as a-criterion of
slngle pgd".operation, the_ yield was 61%. This high
yield of single mode operation without any facet coat-
ing.is- probably due to the gain-coupled optical feed-
back in the lasers.

5. CONCLUSION
The GC DFB laser of absorptive grating type is

thought to confront a threshold rise-due fo excess
absor-ption. From our analysis, it has been found that
Iow threshold operation *ltb sufficient gain coupling
is possible in this type of lasers if the dutv fictoi
gf the absorptive grating is controlled to be 0.1^"0.2.
l'urthermore, our analysis has shown that the value
of the minimum threshbld qain appearins around the
duty factor of 0.11 is almolst irr6l-evant Io the order
of the grating, thup allowing us to use higher-order
grarlngs ln acf,ual devtces.

Accerding to the analysis. we have fabricated
GaAlAs/GaAs GC DFB lisers havins a third-order
absorptive grating with a small dulv factor. In
1Q9p+-lolg-devices with as-cleaved bdth facets, low
CW threshold current of 20mA. external efficiencv of
0.5mW/mA, and SMSR as high as 4bdB have b"een
obtained. High yield of single mode oscillation with-
out any +Fcet coating is an indication that the gain
coupling has come inlo effect in the actual devicds.
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